Adaptive Patch-Based Sparsity Estimation for Image via MOEA/D

**ABSTRACT**

Due to the extensive and various information that natural images contain, it is very challenging to estimate the sparsity for an image. In this paper, we propose an adaptive sparsity estimation model for image patches, which consists of an offline training phase and online estimation phase. In offline training, for the training patch, MOEA/D is applied to obtain a group of Pareto solutions and determine a sparsity range. By processing a reduced number of representative training patches, all the sparsity ranges are stored in a look-up table (LUT) for reuse. In the online estimation phase, for a query patch, its sparsity range is set to that of the most similar training patch. And the corresponding sparse representation vector can be obtained by a sparsity-restricted greedy algorithm (SRGA) constrained by this range. Thus, the sparsity is adaptively determined by this sparse representation vector within this range. By comparing with the state-of-the-art greedy algorithms with fixed sparsity and one adaptive method, experimental studies on benchmark dataset demonstrate that our proposed approach is able to achieve better sparse representation quality in terms of PSNR and coding efficiency.
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